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New Jersey and the Journey to Recreational Use Cannabis

During his 2017 campaign, New Jersey Governor Phil Murphy promised voters that
recreational cannabis would be legal in the state within the first one hundred days of his
administration.1 That promise was realized on Governor Murphy’s 1,095 day in office when he
signed three bills that finally legalized recreational cannabis in the state in 2021. More than a
year later, however, the state has only just permitted New Jerseyans to purchase recreational
cannabis.

The Jake Honig Compassionate Use Medical Cannabis Act created The New Jersey
Cannabis Regulatory Commission (CRC), the organization at the center of New Jersey’s
recreational market woes. Plagued by a myriad of setbacks and missed deadlines, the
Commission’s failure to stand up a timely recreational cannabis market has led to a variety of
issues ranging from missed economic opportunities to issues in social justice. Recreational
cannabis had been legal to possess and use but not sell and purchase because the deadline

Carl Golden, Murphy’s Pledge to Legalize Marijuana in the First 100 Days Off by 1,060, The Asbury Park Press
(Dec. 5, 2020, 5:00 AM), https://www.app.com/story/opinion/columnists/2020/12/05/murphys-pledge-legalizemarijuana-new-jersey-off/3809949001/
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disaster caused by the Commission. This paper will explore the path to cannabis legalization in
New Jersey, the current situation on the ground, and potential avenues forward to solve the
Garden State’s cannabis conundrum.

This Article proceeds into four parts. Part I gives a brief overview of New Jersey’s
experience with its medical marijuana program and how its regime informs the current debate
surrounding recreational use. Part II chronicles the state’s long road to decriminalization and
legalization of recreational cannabis. This section highlights the setbacks faced by the state
legislature as it failed for almost three years to pass a recreational cannabis bill, only to
ultimately send the issue to voters.

Part III examines the Cannabis Regulatory, Enforcement Assistance, and Marketplace
Modernization Act (CREAMM), the statute that legalized recreational cannabis in New Jersey.
This section also explores the controversial Cannabis Regulatory Commission’s (CRC) role in
promulgating and administrating the state’s recreational cannabis industry.

Part IV explores the potential avenues New Jersey might take to improve to its regulatory
regime. This section argues that the Garden State should consider reforming the Cannabis
Regulatory Commission by deliberating and voting on the Commissions members rather than
allowing the Governor almost unilateral appointment power. This would hopefully provide for
much more efficient administrative oversight and prevent similar deadline and transparency
issues form coming up in the future. The failure of the Commission to meet legislative and selfimposed deadlines under the excuse of social equity concerns has exacerbated social equity
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problems. The Commission’s inability start up recreational cannabis retailers until more than a
year since the enactment of the CREAMM Act is inexcusable and has exposed flaws in the
program that warrant change.

Part I: In the Beginning, Medical Marijuana

To understand the dynamics of recreational cannabis legalization in New Jersey, it is vital
to discuss the state’s history of cannabis regulation. New Jersey’s dance with legal cannabis
began under the administration of then-Governor John Corzine, who signed the New Jersey
Compassionate Use Medical Marijuana Act (CUMMA) on January 18, 2010.2 That statute
legalized the sale and use of medical cannabis.3 Its self-described purpose is to “protect from
arrest, prosecution, property forfeiture, and criminal and other penalties, those patients who use
marijuana to alleviate suffering from debilitating medical conditions, as well as their physicians,
primary caregivers, and those who are authorized to produce marijuana for medical purposes.”4
The state authorized a total of six “alternative treatment centers” to open under the law, the first
of which began operation in December 2012 in the town of Montclair.5 As of June 2018, the
state permitted eight medical dispensaries to open with locations in Bellmawr, Egg Harbor
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Claire Heininger, N.J. Medical Marijuana Law is Signed by Gov. Corzine, NJ.com (Jan. 19, 2010, 12:00A AM),
https://www.nj.com/news/2010/01/medical_marijuana_law_to_take.html
3
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S. 119, 2010 Leg., 213th Sess. (N.J. 2010). https://pub.njleg.state.nj.us/Bills/2008/S0500/119_I1.PDF
5
Anemona Hartocollis, First Ounces of Marijuana Leave a New Jersey Dispensary, New York Times (Dec. 6,
2012), https://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/07/nyregion/for-medical-marijuana-in-new-jersey-a-first-fewounces.html
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Township, Secaucus, Cranbury, and Woodbridge.6 At the time of the Compassionate Use Act’s
passage, these were the sole locations that were authorized to sell cannabis in New Jersey.7

CUMMA, at first, permitted medical marijuana consumption for a very limited number of
conditions: cancer, glaucoma, multiple sclerosis, HIV/AIDS, seizure disorder, Lou Gehrig's
disease, severe muscle spasms, muscular dystrophy, inflammatory bowel disease, Crohn’s
disease and any terminal illness.8 Since that time however, the list of eligible conditions has been
expanded by the New Jersey Department of Health to include migraines, Tourette syndrome,
autism-related anxiety, and Alzheimer’s disease-related anxiety, as well as chronic pain if
“related to a broad range of ailments, including opioid use disorder, arthritis, back and neck pain,
sciatica, diabetes, surgeries, injuries, neuropathy, Lyme disease, lupus, fibromyalgia, irritable
bowel syndrome, pancreatitis, and others.”9

CUMMA was not enacted without significant resistance, however. Then-Governor Chris
Christie refused to support the law on the theory that it was a “front for legalization.”10 While his
suspicions may have been correct given the current status of cannabis in New Jersey, critics
viewed CUMMA as one of the most stringent medical cannabis regimes in the nation due to its

Susan K. Livio, N.J.’s 5th Medical marijuana Dispensary to open Thursday, N.J.com (Oct. 14, 2015, 6:15 PM),
https://www.nj.com/politics/2015/10/njs_5th_medical_marijuana_dispensary_to_open_thurs.html
7
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8
Claire Heininger, N.J. Medical Marijuana Law is Signed by Gov. Corzine, NJ.com (Jan. 19, 2010, 12:00A AM),
https://www.nj.com/news/2010/01/medical_marijuana_law_to_take.html
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Jan Hefler, Alzheimer’s, autism, anxiety could be treated with marijuana in NJ by 2018, The Philadelphia Inquirer
(May 12, 2017), https://www.inquirer.com/philly/business/cannabis/alzheimers-autism-chronic-pain-opioidmedical-marijuana-new-jersey.html
10
Brent Johnson, Christie says medical marijuana programs are ‘a front for legalization’, N.J.com (Jun. 17, 2014,
7:29 PM),
https://www.nj.com/politics/2014/06/christie_says_medical_marijuana_programs_are_a_front_for_legalization.html
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limits on coverage, and relatively sparse dispensaries locations.11 Five years after its passage,
New Jersey’s medical cannabis program was only at 5,549 patients.12 That number rose to
11,659 by 2017, likely due to the limited expansions in coverage made under the Christie
Administration.13 Despite this executive branch pushback from the Christie Administration
however, medical marijuana only expanded its presence in the state when Governor Phil Murphy
was elected.

In 2018, Governor Murphy signed into law the Jake Honig Compassionate Use Medical
Cannabis Act, which made major changes to New Jersey’s medical marijuana law.14 In addition
to expanding the number of locations that were authorized to sell cannabis to medical patients,
the Honig Act transferred supervision of the medical program from the Department of Health to
the now infamous Cannabis Regulatory Commission.15 The law also established a gradual phase
out of the medical cannabis state sales tax.16 Because the act greatly expanded access to the
program both in treatment and locations, by 2019 there were a total of 51,000 medical cannabis
patients within the program.17
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Richard Perez-Pena, Marijuana for Patients May proceed, Christie Says, The New York Times (July 19, 2011),
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NJ’s Medicinal Marijuana Program Triples Patient Count Since Start of Murphy Administration, NJHealth (July
24, 2019), https://www.nj.gov/health/news/2019/approved/20190724b.shtml (last visited Apr 29, 2022).
https://www.nj.gov/health/news/2019/approved/20190724b.shtml
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In the end, the Compassionate Medical Marijuana Act and its subsequent amendments
were not exactly the thing of dreams for legal cannabis advocates. At the time it was the only
medical cannabis law that banned home grown sale18. The Act restricted use to private property,
thus individuals could still be arrested and prosecuted for using in public19. It also initially set
buying limits at two ounces per month20. Those ounces also sold for around $500 dollars per
ounce, making them the most expensive in the nation21. However, even with its initial
drawbacks, the Acts began the long road we now see coming to an end as recreational cannabis
becomes available for sale in New Jersey.

Part II The Journey to Recreational Weed

While the state legislature and Health Department were preoccupied setting up the
medical cannabis program, New Jerseyans began to shift their opinion regarding the legalization,
taxation, and regulation of recreational cannabis. A Rutgers-Eagleton poll found that at least
49% of New Jerseyans “strongly supported” or “somewhat supported” the legalization of
recreational cannabis by 201522. It was, therefore, not surprising that Governor Murphy had
made recreational cannabis legalization during his first 100 days in office a campaign promise.

Kamika Dunlap, NJ Set to Adopt Nation’s Strictest Medical Marijuana Laws, Find Law (Jan. 14, 2010, 9:11 AM),
https://www.findlaw.com/legalblogs/criminal-defense/nj-set-to-adopt-nations-strictest-medical-marijuana-laws/
19
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Lindy Wasburn, State gives OK to grow medical marijuana in Secaucus, NorthJersey.com (Jul. 31, 2017, 6:00
AM), https://www.northjersey.com/story/news/health/2017/07/31/state-okays-grow-medical-marijuanasecaucus/521657001/
22
Rutgers-Eagleton Poll, MARIJUANA LEGALIZATION FOR ADULTS WITH TAXATION AND
REGULATION SUPPORTED BY MOST NEW JERSEYANS: RUTGERS-EAGLETON POLL, Eagleton Institute
of Politics Center for Public Interest Polling (June 18, 2015, 12:00 PM),
https://web.archive.org/web/20200328214450/http://eagletonpoll.rutgers.edu/rep-marijuana-apr2015/
18
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The legislature’s first attempt to legalize recreational cannabis began in May 2017 when
State Senator Nicholas Scutari proposed legalization legislation.23 Under that initial plan, New
Jersey residents 21 and older could legally use and posses up to an ounce of flower cannabis, up
to 16 ounces of edibles, 72 ounces of oils, and seven grams of cannabis concentrate.24 In terms of
revenue, the plan called for a 7% sales tax which would rise to 10% the second year, and
progressively rise 5% a year until reaching a maximum 25% sales tax.25 Much like the current
law we see in place today, this plan did not permit home cultivation.26 This bill, while ambitious
was brought with little hope of success because it ultimately failed after outgoing Governor
Christie vowed to veto it.27

The state legislature decided to revisit recreational cannabis legalization again in 2018
when Governor Murphy took office following the November 2017 election. With support from
the executive branch, a joint panel in the state legislature introduced and passed S-2703, which
would have legalized the possession of up to a single ounce of cannabis and levied a 12% sales
tax on cannabis sales.28 The bill also extended to municipalities the option applying their own
2% tax to cannabis sales.29 Notwithstanding the long-awaited support from the executive branch
however, recreational cannabis legalization yet again failed in the state legislature.

S.P. Sulivan, Here’s N.J. Lawmaker’s Plan to Legalize Recreational Marijuana After Christie Leaves, N.J.com
(May 15, 2017, 7:57 PM),
https://www.nj.com/politics/2017/05/heres_one_nj_lawmakers_plan_to_legalize_recreation.html
24
Id
25
Id
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28
Mike Davis and Nicholas Pugilese, NJ Marijuana legalization clears first hurdle after legal weed vote, The Asbury
Park Press (Nov. 26, 2018, 12:00 PM), https://www.app.com/story/news/local/newjersey/marijuana/2018/11/26/new-jersey-marijuana-legalization-vote-legal-weed-phil-murphy/2091716002/
29
Id
23
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The bill died after a majority of senators refused to offer their support for it.30 Notably,
the bill’s opposition came from a coalition of African American lawmakers led by Democratic
Senator Ronald Rice, who split with the party on legalization due to the fear it would become a
“public health menace” in urban communities.31 In a letter to colleagues ahead of the vote,
Senator Rice detailed why he intended to vote no and urged others to do so as well.32 The
Senators fears centered around a lack of transparency with the public since they were “not being
provided with the factual and foreseeable information regarding the negative impact that
legalizing recreational marijuana will have on the lives, health, and welfare of our residents,
black and brown people in particular, and on the quality of life in urban communities”.33
Additionally, the Senator raised concerns of not only the higher potency of cannabis compared to
years ago, but highlighted how in Colorado not only had the drug use numbers increased but the
number of black people being arrested for cannabis violations had increased as well despite its
legalization.34 The most stunning charge Senator Rice makes however that minority and low
incomes peoples in the state are especially vulnerable from a health and economic standpoint to
the negative effects of recreational cannabis as they keep money aside to “buy drugs”.35 The
Senator claimed that these groups “that never use drugs will become homeless once they start to
buy marijuana products from the retail stores,36

30

Nick Corasaniti, Effort to Legalize Marijuana in New Jersey Collapses, The New York Times (Mar. 25, 2019),
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/25/nyregion/new-jersey-marijuana.html
31
Id
32
Ronald Rice, A letter from Senator Ronald L. Rice to Legislative Colleagues Ahead of Monday Marijuana Vote,
Insider NJ (Mar. 22, 2019, 6:54 PM), https://www.insidernj.com/letter-senator-ronald-l-rice-legislative-colleagesahead-monday-marijuana-vote/
33
Id
34
Id
35
Id
36
Id
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With state lawmakers unable to come up with any viable solution on an overwhelmingly
popular issue with state voters, legislators turned their attention to ultimate “you deal with it”
move by using a statewide referendum to legalize cannabis.37 The legislature introduced New
Jersey Public Question Number 1 by referral in 2019 to appear on the November 3, 2020
ballot.38 In contrast to the legislative gridlock on the legalization question, New Jersey residents
were very clear where they stood. With an astounding super majority of 67.43% of all voters in
favor, Public Question No. 1 remains the single largest margin of victory for a recreational
cannabis legalization ballot measure in the history of the U.S.39

Voter approval, however, merely triggered the next chapter in the state’s ongoing
recreational cannabis legalization debacle as lawmakers thereafter attempted to craft an interim
decriminalization bill. Stunningly, New Jersey legislators were unable to pass a
decriminalization bill until four months after the referendum—and it took three attempts to get
that act into law. The primary issues concerning the law came from Governor Murphy and were
centered on underage penalties for the possession and or use of cannabis and parental
notification.40

In December 2020, the legislature sent a recreational cannabis legalization bill, the "New
Jersey Cannabis Regulatory, Enforcement Assistance, and Marketplace Modernization Act”, to

37

Ryan Hutchins, Katherine Landergan and Sam Sutton, Legal pot bill dead: New Jersey Lawmakers to move ahead
with 2020 referendum, Politico (May 15, 2019, 11:57 AM), https://www.politico.com/states/newjersey/story/2019/05/15/marijuana-bill-dead-new-jersey-lawmakers-to-move-forward-with-referendum-1017330
38
Id
39
Kyle Jager, New jersey Voters Approve Marijuana Legalization Referendum, Marijuana Moment (Nov. 3, 2020),
https://www.marijuanamoment.net/new-jersey-voters-approve-marijuana-legalization-referendum/
40
Sam Sutton, Murphy sets Frida deadline for deal on cannabis legalization, decriminalization, Politico (Jan. 27,
2021, 11:49 AM), https://www.politico.com/states/new-jersey/story/2021/01/27/murphy-sets-friday-deadline-fordeal-on-cannabis-legalization-decriminalization-1360460
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Governor Murphy to sign.41 They also approved a separate decriminalization bill which, in
conjunction with the recreational bill, removed criminal and civil penalties for possession.42 It
also decriminalized possession of up to six ounces of cannabis for those 21 and up.43
Additionally, the measure would allow for the virtual expungements of possession convictions
and prevent police from using cannabis odor as a pretext for a search.44 Although supported by
the Murphy Administration, he refused to sign the bills together because it failed to include more
specific language concerning underage penalties for those below the age of 21.45
To address this issue, Senator Scutari introduced the first “cleanup” bill, which created a
$500 fine for underage cannabis possession as well as stationhouse adjustments, which is a
“signed agreement between the child, their family and a local police department that call for
some kind of restitution without the department filing juvenile delinquency changes”.46 The
cleanup bill nonetheless collapsed due to concerns from the legislative Black caucus members.47
They were worried about the potential abuse of discretion by police officers directed minority
committees when it came to juvenile fines and detainment.48

Lawmakers went back to the table and introduced a revised cleanup bill in an attempt to
address the Black Caucus’s concerns. This revised bill provided for a lower level of fines for

41

Ben Adlin, New Jersey Lawmakers Send Marijuana And Psilocybin Bills To Governor, Marijuana Moment (Dec.
17, 2020), https://www.marijuanamoment.net/new-jersey-lawmakers-vote-to-send-marijuana-sales-bill-to-governor/
42
Id
43
Mike Davis, Will NJ Legal weed finally become law this week? Youth Marijuana Rules the Last Hurdle, The
Asbury Park Press, (Feb. 16, 2021, 4:20 PM),
https://archive.ph/20210216172235/https://www.app.com/story/news/local/new-jersey/marijuana/2021/02/16/njmarijuana-legalization-legal-weed-phil-murphy-youth-rules/6755584002/
44
See Adlin supra at note 39
45
See Davis, supra at note 41
46
Id
47
Id
48
Id
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individuals between the ages of 18-20 who were in possession of cannabis.49 Fines were lowered
from $500 to $50 and replaced the stationhouse adjustment provision with a written warning
instead.50 Even with these remedies, the cleanup bill initially failed when Senator Scutari
canceled the Judiciary Committee hearing on the underage penalties bill citing an exhaustion of
avenues to clarify the issue with the legislature and Governor’s office.51

On February 22, 2021, A1897 and S3454, the second decriminalization bill and its
“cleanup” companion on underage possession and consumption were brought to the floor of the
State House. 52 Signed into law alongside the Cannabis Regulatory, Enforcement Assistance, and
Marketplace Modernization (CREAMM) Act which legalized recreational adult use, the clean-up
bill on decriminalization saw the elimination of the $50 penalty and arrest for minors.53 Instead,
underage users for both Cannabis, and in a detour alcohol as well, saw an increasing level of
warnings upon each violation.54 The first violation was only a written warning to the individual
minor, the second a written warning to the minor’s parent or guardian, and a third violation
resulting in a referral to community education and treatment programs.55 Simply put, underage

49

Id
Id
51
Amanda Hoover, Is N.J. legal weed effort dead again? Top lawmaker abandons compromise, hopes Murphy will
sign bills on his desk, N.J.com (Feb. 18, 2021, 11:32 PM),
https://web.archive.org/web/20210218033448/https://www.nj.com/marijuana/2021/02/is-nj-legal-weed-effort-deadagain-top-lawmaker-abandons-compromise-hopes-murphy-will-sign-bills-on-his-desk.html
52
Kyle Jaeger, New Jersey Governor Signs Marijuana Bills After Lawmakers Send Him Latest ‘Clean Up’ Measure,
Marijuana Moment (Feb. 22, 2021), https://www.marijuanamoment.net/new-jersey-lawmakers-send-marijuanacompromise-bill-to-governors-desk-setting-stage-for-legal-sales/
53
See Davis, supra at note 41
54
New Jersey governor sings law to legalize marijuana use, decriminalize possession, CNBC (Feb. 22, 2021, 2:36
PM), https://www.cnbc.com/2021/02/22/new-jersey-governor-signs-laws-to-legalize-marijuana-use-decriminalizepossession.html
50
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violators found in possession of or using cannabis or alcohol would, on their first offense, only
receive a written warning that is not forwarded on to their parents.

The enactment of the Cannabis Regulatory, Enforcement Assistance, and Marketplace
Modernization Act (CREAMM) marked the supposed end of three-year journey to legalize
recreational marijuana. The CREAMM Act effected the New Jersey Cannabis scheme in four
major ways. First, it created license types an operations requirements for business that operate in
any section of the cannabis supply chain.56 Second, It directed the Cannabis Regulatory
Commission to promulgate the new license program, including the license cap (discussed in the
following section).57 Third, It allows the CRC to levy an excise tax on cannabis in addition to
allowing municipalities to issues a transfer tax on sales to the public and any transfers between
the licensed businesses.58 And fourth, creates employment protections for people who legal use
cannabis.59
In typical New Jersey fashion, however, lawmakers were immediately accused of
overlooking the practical effects of the statute’s language on minor possession.60 As previously
mentioned, the cleanup-up law not only prevented the police from informing a minor’s parents or
guardians about their cannabis usage/possession but expanded this regime to underage alcohol
possession as well.61 Parental notification was originally opposed by Senator Rice because of the

56

Barry Weisz and Michael Rosenblum, A state-by-state ranking of cannabis regulations, Thompson Coburn LLP
(Oct. 4, 2018 updated Aug. 2021), https://www.thompsoncoburn.com/docs/default-source/blog-documents/rankingof-state-cannabis-regulations.pdf#new_jersey
57
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58
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60
Eric Scott, NJ to remove ban on police telling parents about weed use, New Jersey 101.5 (Mar. 9 2021),
https://web.archive.org/web/20210309194215/https://nj1015.com/nj-to-remove-ban-on-police-telling-parents-aboutweed-use-top-news-38/
61
Joe Hernandez, N.J. lawmakers pass bill to notify parents of child’s first marijuana, alcohol offense, WHYY PBS
(Mar. 25, 2021), https://whyy.org/articles/n-j-lawmakers-pass-bill-to-notify-parents-of-childs-first-marijuanaalcohol-offense/
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negative effects it may have on black and brown youth, but he later supported the notifications,
so its inclusion in the first cleanup is considered somewhat of a mystery to political observers.62
This culminated into strong opposition to the new law from Republican lawmakers, police
organizations, and parental groups.63 Under pressure from these groups, the legislature quickly
passed a “cleanup to the cleanup” bill that permitted parental notification of minors who ran
afoul of the state’s underage cannabis and alcohol laws.64
Despite its embarrassing struggle, New Jersey was the sixteenth state to legalize
recreational cannabis. Unfortunately, the struggle continues. As explained in the following
section of this paper, the state has only just opened open its recreational cannabis market to the
public.

Part III The Cannabis Confusion Commission

It has been more than a year since New Jersey legalized recreational cannabis sales by
enacting the Cannabis Regulatory, Enforcement Assistance, and Marketplace Modernization
(CREAMM) Act in February 2021, but legal sales only just began on April 21, 2022.65
Recreational cannabis is legal in New Jersey but New Jerseyans for over a year and half were
unable to purchase those products because there were not yet any recreational or medical

62

Matt Friedman, Weed Clean-up bill to get a clean-up, Politico (Mar. 8, 2021, 7:30 AM),
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/new-jersey-playbook/2021/03/08/weed-clean-up-bill-to-get-a-clean-up492023
63
Amanda Hoover, N.J. parents will be told first time their kids get caught with weed or booze under bill that just
passed, N.J.com (Mar. 25, 2021),
https://web.archive.org/web/20210326162113/https://www.nj.com/marijuana/2021/03/nj-parents-will-be-told-firsttime-their-kids-get-caught-with-weed-or-booze-under-bill-that-just-passed.html
64
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65
Corey Kilgannon, Early Lines and Free Doughnuts: Legal Marijuana Sales Begin in New Jersey, The New York
Times (Apr. 21, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/21/nyregion/nj-marijuana-sales.html
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facilities approved for retail operation. To understand why this is the case, it is important to
understand how recreational cannabis is regulated in New Jersey.

Prior to the creation of the New Jersey Cannabis Regulatory Commission (CRC), the
New Jersey Department of Health and Human Services, through the Division of Medical
Marijuana, had regulatory authority over the state’s legal medical cannabis dispensaries.66 After
the passage of the Honig Act in July 2019 however, these powers were all transferred to the CRC
which became the states Cannabis regulatory authority.67 The CRC consists of five
gubernatorially appointed commissioners, one of which is recommended by the Senate President,
and another by the House Speaker.68 Its current Chair is Dianna Houenou, who previously served
with Governor Murphy and the American Civil Liberties Union.69

The CREAMM Act tasked the CRC with creating a regulatory framework for the
administration of a recreational cannabis industry in the state. On August 19, 2021, seven
months after legislative legalization and nine months after voter approval of the cannabis
legalization question, the CRC released its first list of rules and regulations and announced it
would begin the licensing process.70

66

See ABC7, supra at note 14
Id
68
Id
69
Id
70
Kyle Jaeger, New Jersey Regulators Approve Rules For Adult-Use Marijuana Market Nearly One Year After
Legalization Vote, Marijuana Moment (Aug. 19, 2021), https://www.marijuanamoment.net/new-jersey-regulatorsapprove-rules-for-adult-use-marijuana-market-nearly-one-year-after-legalization-vote/
67
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The CREAMM Act created six, separate classes of licensure for recreational cannabis
businesses.71 They are Class 1 Cannabis Cultivator to grow recreational use cannabis, Class 2
Cannabis Manufactures to produce recreational cannabis, Class 3 Cannabis Wholesaler to store,
sell otherwise transfer recreational use cannabis items between the cultivators, wholesalers, or
retailers, Class 4 Cannabis Distributors to transport cannabis items in bulk between cannabis
cultivators, manufacturers, or retailers within the state, Class 5 Cannabis Retailers to purchase
recreational use cannabis from licensed cultivators, manufacturers, or wholesalers and sell those
items to consumers in a retail store, and Class 6 Cannabis Delivery to transport consumer
purchases of recreational cannabis and related suppliers from the retailer to that customer.72
There further exists a conditional license for building out operations for the cultivation,
manufacture, dispensing, wholesale, distribution, or delivery of recreational use cannabis while
working towards meeting the requirements for a cannabis cultivator, manufacturer, dispensary,
wholesaler, distributor, or delivery license.73 As of April 28, 2022, the CRC is only accepting
applications for Class 1, 2, and 5 licenses.74

Regardless of which type of license an applicant applies for, the CRC established three
different categories of businesses to receive priority review and approval.75 The first of these
business types is “Social Equity Businesses.”76 These entities are owned by individuals in
economically disadvantaged locations, specifically, individuals in zip codes with an average
median household income less than 80% of the state average, an underinsured health rate of at

71

Recreational Cannabis Businesses, Cannabis Regulatory Commission, https://www.nj.gov/cannabis/businesses/
Id
73
Id
74
Id
75
Id
76
Id
72
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least 150% of the state rate, and a poverty rate at least 150% of the statewide rate; or those who
have had a previous conviction for a cannabis offense.77
Another type of prior business is a “Diversly Owned Businesses” which consist of
minority-owned, women-owned, disabled vet-owned enterprises.78 Finally, the CRC has
extended priority review to “Impact Zone Business,” which are entities operating in
municipalities with a large population, high unemployment rate, or high numbers of crime or
arrests for marijuana.79

The CREAMM Act also allows for the creation of recreational cannabis microbusiness.
The purpose of this provision is to permit smaller enterprises to take advantage of the new
market.80 Specifically, microbusinesses can be licensed as cannabis cultivators, manufacturers,
distributors, retailers, or delivery services.81 To qualify for this type of license, microbusinesses
must meet the following requirements: (1) have no more than 10 employees at one time and; (2)
have a physical plant of no more than 2,500 square feet.82 In the case of a cannabis cultivator, the
canopy height of the facility cannot be more than 24 feet.83 These businesses can possess no
more than 1,000 mature cannabis plants each month (cannabis distributors are exempt from this)
and can also acquire no more than 1,000 pounds of usable cannabis (or the equivalent amount in
other forms) each month.84

77

Id
Id
79
Id
80
Id
81
Id
82
Id
83
Id
84
Id
78
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Regardless of license category, of course, each of these entities must operate within one
the over 500 municipalities in New Jersey. The CREAMM Act authorizes municipalities to enact
ordinances or regulations governing the number of cannabis establishments within their
borders.85 Municipalities may prohibit the operation of any one or more classes of cannabis
licensee within its jurisdiction through the enactment of an ordinance.86 CREAMMA gave
municipalities until August 22, 2021 to determine whether they wanted to “opt-in” or “optout.”87 Opt-in towns are thereafter locked into their decision for a certain amount of years before
they can opt-out.88 This local deference regime resulted in nearly 400, or 71%, of NJ towns
banning the immediate operation of all cannabis businesses within their borders.89

This stark number is significant because it conflicts with the overwhelming voter
approval of recreational cannabis legalization. For example, in Monmouth County where the
“Yes” vote on recreational cannabis legalization was the highest in the state, only 7 of the
county’s 53 municipalities have opted to permit the operation of either retail or nonretail
cannabis businesses.90 Some have suggested this phenomenon is a classic situation of not in my
own back yard-ism (or NIMBYism) based on “old stigmas rooted in fear, not reality.”91 Other
legalization supporters recommended opting out as a strategic move for towns who were not
ready to approve a specific type of dispensary92 As mentioned previously, towns who opt-in are
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locked in for a period of years. In Camden City, the local council opted out despite being
classified as an Impact Zone in order to “give [the City] a chance to have a road map and put in
best recommendations for policies and procedures.”93

Although this locality prohibition problem may be temporarily problematic, it does not
become a real issue until businesses have the opportunity to open and operate under the state
regulatory scheme, something cannot yet do because of the CRC’s slow implementation of the
law. While the CREAMM Act did not mandate a specific date by which residents would be able
to buy recreational cannabis, it did specify that the CRC was to have sales ready to launch no
longer than six months after promulgating the rules and regulations.94 This means that legal
cannabis should have been available for purchase by February 20, 2022, but that deadline has
come and gone.95

Facing criticism, government officials stressed that the delay was necessary to prevent
local entrepreneurs, who lacked access to capital, from being cut out of the market because
smaller applicants were not yet ready.96 In other words, there was concern that multi-state
operators, aka large corporations, would dominate the market if recreational sales were
authorized quickly through the medical retailers.97 Governor Murphy, who had predicted the
process from rules to retail would only take only six months, also defended the delay stating, “we
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want to get this thing right.”98 With one deadline missed it, the Governor announced on February
24, 2022 that adult use cannabis sales would start “within weeks” by March 2022 at existing
medical dispensaries.99 While the CRC approved a the conditional license applications of a few
dozen labs and growers during its March 24, 2022 meeting, it again failed to approve the
commencement of any recreational sales.100

Moreover, and in direct contrast to the Governors previous statements, the CRC
announced that the existing eight medical dispensers were on pause for approval for recreational
cannabis sales due to the fear of price increases and a lack of supply.101 The Governor, in turn,
responded by restating that it would “be a matter of weeks —not . . . months” until the
commencement of recreational sales.102 It was not until late April that the first approval for
medical dispensaries to begin recreational sale was given, with sales officially having begun on
April 21, 2022.103

These ongoing delays are not the only criticism that has been levied at the CRC. Chief
among many complaints has been the CRC’s handling of its social equity duties. Despite the
plain text of the CREAMM Act and the CRC’s expansive business tiering to achieve social
equity goals, U.S. Representative Donald Payne (D-NJ) alleged in January 2022 that not one of
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the 56 licenses that the CDC had awarded at that time had been given to African Americans.104
The Governor quickly snapped back at this allegation claiming that minority owned businesses
had in fact received licenses.105 The CRC, however, has refused to released licensure data.106
This lack of transparency has resulted in an erosion of trust between the communities the
CREAMM Act prioritizes and the CRC.107
These issues have also provoked a new legislative inquiry into the CRC’s process. The
New Jersey Senator who lead the legislative fight for legalization, Senate President Nick Scutari,
announced in late March 2022 that a “special legislative committee” would be formed to
investigate the “unacceptable” delay in the state’s recreational marker roll out.108 The aim of
those are to take “an accounting” of regulators and hear “input from those operating cannabis
businesses or waiting to get licensed, as well as others involved in the legal marijuana
market.”109

Part IV: The Future of Legal Cannabis
New Jersey’s recreational cannabis program rollout has been exasperatingly problematic
given that over seventeen months have passed since the referendum. Yet, some analysis contends
that Garden State’s long delay from referendum to retail sales is not unique. Out of the eighteen
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states and D.C. that have legalized recreational cannabis, the average time to set up the market in
the twelve states that have started sales was around sixteen-and-a-half months.110 The median
time delay was fourteen months.111 Within this group of states, New Jersey currently ranks as the
fifth longest to start, surpassed only thus far by Washington, Massachusetts, Alaska, and
Maine.112

The states that faced long delays also experience problems similar to New Jersey.
Massachusetts was inundated with a slurry of license applications that held up the process by
over four monthsand Maine and Washington both faced regulatory setbacks in their respective
licensing processes. 113 In contrast, Arizona and Illinois took just two months and seven months,
respectively, to permit retail operations to go live.114

Even if a long delay between formal legalization and the operation of recreational
cannabis sales has been the norm, it does not have to be. While New Jersey does not appear to be
unique, it certainly demonstrates that government ineptitude plays a role in rollout delay. New
Jersey’s failure to meet its own self-imposed deadlines for the sale of recreational cannabis over
and over again demands improvement. I propose that the state legislature amend its cannabis
regulatory law to mandate that the CRC’s members be deliberated and voted on by the state
legislature to add oversight to the commissions administration. Better management of the
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commission could have led to a better implementation of the market in the first place but will at
least possibly allow for better management in the future now that recreational sales have begun.
For instance, New Jersey’s refusal to allow medical facilities to provide recreational sales for as
long as it did was arguably a mistake. The option to allow medical dispensary sales was the
approach of Arizona and Illinois, states that set the record for sales numbers. To be just,
however, this approach has been met with criticism from supports of legalization and social
equity concerns.

Opponents of this approach contend that medical patients may run out of cannabis and
that it is a fast track to corporate domination of the recreational market.115 These issues did, in
fact, plague the Arizona market initially when the state allowed existing medical dispensaries to
begin adult-use sale within two months of voter approval.116 This maneuver permitted a small
number of corporations to dominate the market and led to short-term supply shortages.117 Illinois
similarly suffered both corporate domination and severe shortages in its sales market.118

Even acknowledging these mostly temporary drawbacks, they are addressable. New Jersey
should have learned from the potential mistakes of Arizona and Illinois in their implementation
program and instead become an example of how to provide for a timely and responsibly
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administered cannabis regulatory market. Instead, now, New Jersey ranks among the
jurisdictions that just couldn’t get it right.

But New Jersey can serve as an example for future states that seek to legalize and create an
adult use cannabis market. One of the hesitations cited by the CRC in not allowing recreational
sales out of the already-licensed medical dispensaries was that the state was over short over
100,000 pounds of cannabis to meet demands in both the private and medical sectors.119 This,
compounded with the anticipation of longer lines, created legitimate fears that licensed medical
cannabis users would be unable to fill their prescriptions.120 It had been same issue faced by both
Arizona and Illinois in their early implementations programs as well. States looking at this can
easily provide remedies to avoid these situations. By providing temporary lower weight limits
and purchase time restrictions for recreational sales, medical patients could be spared the stress
of being unable to fill a prescription. Additionally, separate servicing lines could be created to
ensure that medical parents are being helped ahead of recreational sales.

In the end, New Jersey, and any states failure to create and launch a working adult-use
cannabis market in a timely fashion not only leads to a loss in confidence for the Government,
but also leads to a waste of taxpayer resources and loss of potential revenue.
As previously mentioned, the CRC’s delays have now led to official inquiries from the
state legislature which shows a lack of confidence in the organization from the very people have
created it.121 In the almost four months it took the state legislature to craft a decriminalization
bill, law enforcement was still arresting and prosecuting individuals for cannabis due to the legal
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limbo, which invariably meant the state and local governments were wasting time on crimes that
sooner rather than later would be reformed.122 Since the sales tax on medical cannabis in the state
is subject to a general phase out per the Compassionate Medical Use Act as previously
mentioned, and recreational sales are subject to up to a 7% sales tax, each sale of medical
cannabis rather than recreational is a loss in potential revenue if that individual would have
otherwise bought recreational cannabis for whatever reason. While the State is projected to make
at least $2 Billion in sales over the next four years, with $30 million coming in for this fiscal year
2022, this number could have been higher had the state had its act together regarding recreational
sales earlier in the year.123

In addition to serving as an example of how not to roll out an adult-use cannabis
program, New Jersey can also be a model for how to not handle employment related issues
regarding cannabis as the state faces a continuing problem regarding employers and cannabis in
the workplace.124 As mentioned in Part II of this paper, amongst the Cannabis Regulatory
Commission responsibilities was promulgating employment protections for people who legal use
cannabis. According to CREMM, employers are prohibited from refusing to hire applicants
because they use cannabis or solely due to the presence of cannabis in their system following a
test. 125 When first publishing its rules on the industry in August, the CRC failed to clarify to any
extent what employers’ responsibilities were regarding CREMM despite the law essentially
making cannabis users, both medical and recreational, a protected class under the state’s anti-
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discrimination laws.126 Rather employees have been left to deal with the law themselves, being
put in difficult situations over the CRC’s lack of guidance. 127

The lack of responsibility and competence in the implementation of the legal market, as
well as the confusion in the employment space clearly shows that this papers proposal: to
provide more legislative oversight to the Cannabis Regulatory Commission by removing its
current members and having those members deliberated and voted on by the legislature, is
necessary. Coupled with the unprecedented refusal of the Commission to provide data regarding
license is also a major problem. If there is to be any continued confidence in the CRC’s ability to
build up the cannabis industry in the state and further manage the ancillary issues of that
industry, reforms like this proposal must be made. New Jersey is poised to stand as a fine
example to the other remaining states who may consider legalization as what to do and not do to
implement a timely and successful adult-use cannabis regime.
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